
Mountain Lion - Required Adventure Week Completed?

Complete the following requirements:

1. Gather the outdoor items you need to have with you when you go on 
an outdoor adventure and understand how they are used. Also 
understand and commit to practicing the buddy system

Week 1 & 6

2. Learn what SAW (Stay, Answer, Whistle) means. Demonstrate what you 
can do to stay safe if you become separated from the group when you 
are outdoors.

Week 1 & 6

3. Demonstrate an understanding of respect for animals and nature when 
participating in a learning hike. Week 1 & 6

Completed the Mountain Lion – Required Adventure?

Ready, Set, Grow – Elective Adventure Week Completed?

Complete the following requirements:

1. Visit with an individual who can demonstrate different ways to garden 
(outside, greenhouse, container, etc.) and the basic skills needed to 
garden.

Week 2

2. Learn where the food we eat comes from Week 2

3. Plant a small container garden Week 2

Completed the Ready, Set, Grow – Elective Adventure?

Lion ADVANCEMENT

Use this tracking tool for your Lion Rank advancements for Survive the Summer. The advancements
below are all connected adventures throughout the six weeks of Survive the Summer, organized by 

adventure, not by week. This is how they will be recorded in the final reporting tool. 
NOTE: You might not be able to fully complete an adventure for your rank throughout Survive the Summer. 

That’s okay! You have a full year to complete the adventure for your new rank. 

ELEMENTARY-AGE YOUTH - PRE-KINDERGARTEN GOING INTO KINDERGARTEN

The following adventures could be completely earned during 
Survive the Summer: 

Adventure Requirement Week Completed?

Animal Kingdom
Required Adventure

Choose two energy saving projects to practice in 
your home for two weeks. Week 5

Fun on the Run
Required Adventure Make a nutritious snack for your family. Week 2 & 4

The following adventures could be partially completed during Survive the 
Summer. See Scoutbook or your handbook to finish the adventure.


